Water well in a box

Who said that access to clean water is expensive? With our DIY water well kits and hand
pumps, you can be sure that your place will have clean water access at all times. Having clean,
drinking water is an essential right for all of us. Serving in all the United States, Emergency
Water Well provides you with the best water well kits and pumps. Scroll through all of our
products here and count on the perfect water supply system in your own house! In fact,
drought, hurricanes, earthquakes, and even floods can disrupt the public water supply for
unknown lengths of time! Using our DIY water well kits. Our kits make drilling your own water
well by hand simple and efficient. Additionally, you can get either a large-bore or a small-bore
water well kit! A large-bore kit comes with its own, a feet water well hand pump, auger, well
screen assembly, and cap assembly on its original packaging. Be sure to buy separately a 4
PVC pipe as well for this presentation. The large-bore kit works perfectly for both hand and
electric pumps! Additionally, you can use your large kit for other purposes, such as watering
your lawn and emergency water. This presentation acts as the perfect Bug-Out-Box whenever
you want to be prepared for any trip you got in mind! Lastly, you can purchase each supply
individually in case you only need certain items. Some of these items include our cap
assemblies, augers, and screen assemblies. That way, you can be sure to count on everything
you need for your water system. Out of their compassion for the people in developing countries
who do not have access to clean drinking water, Jody and Adrienne founded Emergency Water
Well. After living through two devastating hurricanes in the U. They have drilled countless wells
for over 10 years and have developed these easy, affordable DIY water well kits. With these ideal
kits, you can drill your own water well and make sure you always have access to clean drinking
water. Check our various products here and make your order today! We cover all 50 states with
our shipping option! Being the largest manufacturer of Do-It-Yourself water well kits in North
America, you can be sure that you will get the best technology for your water systems. Here at
Emergency Water Well, we make sure that you get the finest water well hand pumps. America's
largest provider of DIY water well kits. Our kits have been deployed all over the country. What a
fun project. Our boys now know how easy it is to drill your own water well. We drilled this well
to 45 feet by hand. Probably the record on this site! In just 3 and a half hours we installed this
25 foot well. Your kit made it really easy to drill my own water well. After living on the gulf coast
for more than a decade and living through hurricanes, we decided to add a DIY water well to our
property. This could be a one-man job but I had a buddy with an auger and strong back to help.
It took us about 5 hours from start to finish but we also had little ones helping with the drilling
process and that slowed us a down a little. The pump worked like a champ! The pump is made
of quality materials and looks like it will provide us years of service! We finished this DIY water
well in a few hours. Even though we live on the top of a hill, the water table is about six feet
deep. Did not have any problems with the well collapsing with this auger like we did when trying
to water jet a well. Here is my lovely new well. I am a 43 year old mother of six. I was able do
most everything myself. Using the wrenches to loosen and tighten the pipes was challenging;
the actual digging was fairly easy. The well seems to be working good. Great product and
excellent support. Ended up at 24 feet. A little more clay in the sand than I was hoping for but I
hit rocky clay under the wet sand. We painted our well so that it blends into our yard. We drilled
down to around 20 feet and have plenty of water. Our well is very close to the beach. Was easy
drilling and turned out really great. Our Gallery. The process of our one-of-a-kind water well kits
consists on only 3 steps: Drill a hole at an appropriate location. Assemble and set your well
screen and casing. Insert the water pump system and fill in the hole! Be sure to place your order
by checking our shop! Knowing the basics about water wells is important whether you are
planning a well, are a new well owner, or have owned a well for a long time. Knowing the basics
can equip you to make sound decisions about your water well system. Click on the topics below
to learn the basics of water well systems. A comprehensive manual that includes information on
proper well construction, maintenance, water testing, and more. Learn what a drilled well
consists of, the materials used in its design, and other construction considerations. Learn
about the different types of water wells which include drilled wells, driven wells, and dug wells.
These helpful resources will aid you in preparing for a new water well, beginning with planning
your water supply. Learn about the components that make up a water well, including casing,
well caps, well screens, and pitless adapters. Learn about well drilling methods which include
air rotary, bucket auger, cable tool, down the hole, and reverse circulation. Learning about and
appreciating this valuable resource can guide you to becoming a better steward of groundwater.
Here is a list of items to check with your water well contractor after a new well has been
constructed. Find licensing agencies for geologists, engineers, and water well construction
contractors in your state. Learn the ins and outs of working with a professional water well
contractor, from finding and selecting a contractor to contract guidelines. Finding a qualified
water well system professional is important. A qualified water well system professional will be

licensed or certifiedâ€”and possess the knowledge, skills and equipment to meet your well
construction or service needs. Click on the topics below to learn more about finding a water
well system professional. A modern water well is an expertly engineered and constructed
method of delivering groundwater for drinking, irrigation, and other purposes. And Wellowner.
Water Well Basics Knowing the basics about water wells is important whether you are planning
a well, are a new well owner, or have owned a well for a long time. Well Owners Guide. What is a
Drilled Well? Types of Wells. Well Planning. Well System Components. Drilling Methods.
Groundwater Basics. Finished Well Checklist. Well Construction Agencies. Working with
Contractors. Find a Contractor Finding a qualified water well system professional is important.
Contractor Lookup. Well Owner Resources A modern water well is an expertly engineered and
constructed method of delivering groundwater for drinking, irrigation, and other purposes.
Browse Library. Most household water systems are enclosed in a well house or a well box. An
effective enclosure would be well insulated and have a built-in heat source, such as a heat lamp.
Some enclosures are built below ground level with walls below the frost line to keep them from
freezing. But many well enclosures lack insulation or a heat source. Modifications to your
system, remodeling, wear and tear from use, wet or missing insulation, torn weather stripping,
or improper design from the outset â€” any or all of these conditions could put your well at risk.
Do nothing. Moving water â€” a good drip will do â€” is far less apt to freeze. Turn up the flow at
the first sign of a slowing drip rate. Put an incandescent not fluorescent light bulb in the well
house. Place it near the pump, and leave it on during cold weather. A watt bulb makes a great
little space heater. Inspect your well house or box before the weather turns bad. Make sure
there are no drafty holes, broken windows or missing insulation. Put heat tape on the pump and
plumbing. Follow directions on the package. Heat tape made specifically for this purpose is
available at most hardware stores. Plug in the heat tape. Heat tape will be pretty reliable as long
as the power stays on. Weatherize the well house. Install new weather stripping, caulk and
repair the roof. Put in new insulation, if the existing material has been damaged. Install a
thermostatically controlled space heater. Set it at degrees. The heater may or may not use more
electricity than the heat tape or light bulb approach, depending on the weather. It will be more
reliable. With any of these options, check the well system during cold snaps. If you are worried
about power outages, learn to drain your storage tanks and how to re-prime your water system.
You might also purchase a safe propane or kerosene space heater. Use it on those very cold
nights when storm fronts roll through and knock trees across power lines. My sister is planning
on having a well installed in her backyard by June. It made me wonder, how do you avoid the
well from freezing during the winter. I never knew that putting an incandescent lamp near the
pump will help the well to prevent freezing since it can also be a space heater. I guess I will have
to get one installed once our well has been fixed because it froze this morning. With this
information, we will prevent this from happening again. In addition, I would think that having
your well pump looked at by a professional technician before the winter season comes will be a
great idea. This is a really informative article about well maintenance. Thanks for pointing out
that inspecting the well before the weather becomes bad will save you from repairs since issues
will be addressed. I guess I need to hire experts to check on the pumps to ensure that they will
not be damaged during winter which can be quite hard to manage. Actually, I have a feeling that
there is a slight problem because the water pressure has decreased. This is some really good
information to know as we all know it usually gets pretty cold during the winter time. Thank you
for these tips on taking care of a well. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content.
Menu Menu. Plan ahead. Here are some options: 1. Next: Plumbing On the Net. Millie Hue April
12, pm. Arya Smith August 1, pm. Kit Hannigan September 26, pm. Sophia James November 22,
pm. Caden Dahl December 27, pm. Ellie Davis January 28, pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Leave this field empty. Featuring our original field-proven
drill design the Mechanical series is the heart of the Lone Star line. This line provides the power
and versatility needed to tackle almost any well water project. These economically priced,
mid-range units can reliably drill a 6-inch borehole from to feet in a variety of soil types â€”
including sandy, clay and loamy soils. Simple to operate and easy to maintain they are ideal for
less experienced drilling crews. Additionally, all models break down for easy transport and can
be crated for shipping. Reliable, easy to operate and economically priced. This is the perfect rig
for DIYers or for water well drilling in developing countries. All the user-friendly features of the
LS, but capable of reaching depths of feet in clay and sandy soil. Mechanical Portable Water
Well Drills. Learn More or Request Pricing. See More. We use cookies to offer you a better
browsing experience, analyze site traffic, personalize content, and serve targeted
advertisements. If you continue to use this site, you consent to our use of cookies. Ok Privacy
policy. A nice, sturdy well pump control box will let you enjoy the comfort of having water, and
avoid a lot of problems and fees that come with bad ones. A well pump control box is basically

the brain of a water system because it handles many tasks to keep the system functioning
properly. Pump control boxes are responsible for monitoring the flow of water and controlling a
water pump to keep it at the desired level. Pump control can vary depending on the type of
control box that is installed. They are also responsible for protecting pumps against low and
high voltage that can result from things such as short circuits and overloads. Price is an
important factor when choosing a control box because there are many that are cheap but are
also faulty. It is also important to ensure that you are purchasing a control box with the features
that you need, and not one that will drive the price up with unnecessary features. The control
box voltage must match the pump voltage. Decide how you would like to control the pump so
you can select a control box that is compatible with your desired choice. If you are having well
pump control problems call the professionals. We specialize in well pump maintenance and
installation for residential and commercial wells. Subject Line of the email you are about to
send. Email Message. Residential: Commercial: About the Author: Empire. Related Posts.
January 11th, 0 Comments. January 5th, 0 Comments. December 15th, 0 Comments. November
10th, 0 Comments. Customer Testimonials. Empire Pump Corporation. Water Well Drill Kits.
Water Well Drill Accessories. These accessories are designed to help you make the drilling
process even easier. We supply a cylindrical PVC Bailer with all our drilling packages. Each
Lone Star Drill package comes equipped with its own toolbox that containing everything needed
for quick adjustments or repairs, including wrenches, O-rings, pipe joint lubricant and a grease
gun. Clay, sand and medium hard formations meet their match with step drag bits. The
three-wing, three-step bits drill pilot holes quickly and feature a hardness that ensures longevity
and a sharp cutting edge. Quickly drill through tough soil and rock with roller cone bits that
feature durable tungsten carbide inserts for increased longevity and productivity. PDC bits
feature polycrystalline diamond cutters for enhanced durability and superior productivity. The
cutters are asymmetrically forced balanced to drill precise round holes and reduce bit whirl. The
PDC bits are designed to minimize plugging and achieve high penetration rates even in medium
rock formations. To reduce over-torqueing and stalling in hard clay formations, the claw bit
features three fingers that dig in and loosen tough soil. The bit is designed for durability and
longevity, and fingers can be replaced once worn. Lone Star offers down-the-hole hammers for
powering through the toughest rock formations, such as limestone, sandstone and quartzite.
Water Well Drill Kits and Accessories. Hoist Bracket Assembly Lift drill pipe out of the borehole
with less hass
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le. Bailer Tripod Assembly Achieve greater stability when raising and lowering the bailer. Tool
Box Each Lone Star Drill package comes equipped with its own toolbox that containing
everything needed for quick adjustments or repairs, including wrenches, O-rings, pipe joint
lubricant and a grease gun. Step Drag Bits Clay, sand and medium hard formations meet their
match with step drag bits. Roller Cone Bits Quickly drill through tough soil and rock with roller
cone bits that feature durable tungsten carbide inserts for increased longevity and productivity.
Polycrystalline Diamond Compact Bits PDC bits feature polycrystalline diamond cutters for
enhanced durability and superior productivity. Claw Bits To reduce over-torqueing and stalling
in hard clay formations, the claw bit features three fingers that dig in and loosen tough soil.
Down-the-Hole Hammer DTH Lone Star offers down-the-hole hammers for powering through the
toughest rock formations, such as limestone, sandstone and quartzite.

